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it was an issue for me, i can't get over the magnitude of number plate on
a vehicle jumping, for the rest i think it's just me. but for some reason i
can't hear a large amount of police sirens, either. - eseta this is a pretty
simple mod that reverts back to the older versions of los santos radio

charts. i'm fine with this, since i've never really enjoyed the fact that the
majority of the radio music in san andreas was licensed music from the

80s and 90s, as i'd rather listen to more current music. imo, the mods that
you guys submitted are great. i can honestly say i think there are mods

out there that have the potential to be much better but they haven't been
submitted yet. nevertheless, i really like the mods that you guys have

submitted and i hope they'll be implemented into the game sometime in
the future. the new police siren is really annoying me, i can't make out the
tonality of it in certain situations. i like the rebooted radio stations as well,
i'm interested in what the rockstar team said during their e3 conference.

hopefully, their intention is to bring the game to a state of semi-perfection
and to complete the vision of their games. i'm also having some of the
same issues. i'm not sure if it's a result of new anti-aliasing settings or

something else. i was almost instantly deafened. i have a denon avr a-400
and i tried the steering wheel buttons to see if volume was turned down

or something. well, i was a bit startled to find out that the volume is
turned all the way up. it's not enough to notice for the majority of the
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time, but i'm still getting used to it.
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to restore the missing sounds, run the gta_san_andreas_sound_fix.exe file.
it will open a file chooser window, where you'll have to find the gta san

andreas installation folder and run the file. for windows vista and windows
7 users, run the gta_san_andreas_sound_fix.exe file in the root directory

of the installation. this will restore the sound effects to their original
settings in the game. you may need to change the volume on your
computer for these sound effects to play correctly. after months of

testing, i can confirm that there is a way to fix the sound issues in gta:
san andreas. this fix is a tweak to the game's audio (particularly the

sound of the gunshot effects). the fix is simple, but it is not guaranteed
that the fix will work. i am currently testing it on two ps3s, one with the

game, the other with the fix. if the fix works on one, it should work on the
other. it is my recommendation that you test this fix on a second ps3, and

if it doesn't work on that, then you can restore the old audio in san
andreas using a method i have described in another video. all that being

said, this is a very important fix if you do not want to lose the audio
tweaks that add to the gta: san andreas experience, as they are quite

substantial. nothing brings me back to the gaming days like playing grand
theft auto: san andreas, and nothing could ruin the experience like having

the game's audio constantly glitch. a user has found a solution that will
hopefully make the sound more stable for the player. san andreas is a

fantastic game that will haunt you for years. if you've played it, then i'm
sure you'll agree that there's something special about it. i think that if you
have an xbox 360, you should definitely play it, and i hope you enjoy it as
much as i did. hopefully it will be fixed soon for xbox live members, and

then i'll play it again! 5ec8ef588b
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